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WEST VINE PRESS is an Indie Publisher from the State of 
Michigan that moves stuff around to make real books. This is 
sample (Volume Two) and contains various and often out of 
order pages from a handful of the published or soon to be 
published books, featuring some new and old words and voices. 
As much as the editors would like to give this collection away 
for free, that is not a way to sustain growth as a business, and so 
the small amount of money this book costs (as much as a pack of 
smokes or a decent middle class steak) will go to all and 
any…WEST VINE PRESS…models of conducting its business—
including (mostly) printing costs. And like usual, if you want to 
further support West Vine Press—or to buy full books—well 
then by all means…head on over to the official West Vine Press 
website. This digital place located somewhere on the internet is 
where you can buy real books and…do note: The action of 
buying real books is a very good real experience for all involved. 
You will get a real book in the real mail—this keeps the paper 
trail moving and the real world ticking—you will have done 
something real cool and helped us move stuff around, which is 
what we do—and so if you want to spend more money, please 
go here: 

Westvinepress.com 
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WEST VINE PRESS BOOK DATES  

November 17th 2014: A Buddha Says Hello.  By Sean M.E.    
November 17th 2014: A Flask of Gin.  By Auden Wyatt.    

December 8th 2014: It All Ends In Tears Anyway.  By Patrick Trotti  

January 1st 2015: The Fear & The Going. Part One. More Adventures of A 
Dying Young Man. Book C.  By Andrew H. Kuharevicz.  

 

Remember, these are tentative dates. Book making on a young 
start-up (impoverished) budget, is a strange process to calculate—the 
only thing that can be said for sure is these books will be published 
some time on or around the date said above—but, there is no 
metaphorical circle in red that guarantees anything at anytime, other 
than a promise…that West Vine Press will always make real books 
for real human readers.   
  
Lastly, as was said in VOL. ONE, it’s nice to meet you (maybe 
again), and for now (once again)…the summer is gone, flowers for 
the spring are nothing much…but sketches. And so, share a swell to 
a new winter, a coming winter, a passing and a cold and beautiful 
winter. And I’m sure we’ll get through the darkness, because really, 
it’s all the same—we’ve done it before. Always. Peace.   
 

From
—A.H.K—

Editor and Captain of the West Vine Press Book 
Ship.   
 

THANK YOU FOR READING 
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BOOK SAMPLE ONE 

 A Buddha Says Hello   
By Sean M.E.    
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“The stars awaken a certain reverence, because though always present, they are 

inaccessible; but all natural objects make a kindred impression, when the mind is 

open to their influence.”—Ralph Waldo Emerson, Nature 

 

Civil disobedience is not our problem. Our problem is civil obedience. Our problem 

is that people all over the world have obeyed the dictates of leaders…and millions 

have been killed because of this obedience…Our problem is that people are obedient 

all over the world in the face of poverty and starvation and stupidity, and war, and 

cruelty. Our problem is that people are obedient while the jails are full of petty 

thieves… (And) the grand thieves are running the country. That’s our problem.” ― 

Howard Zinn 

DISCLAIMER: 

Nothing in this book is mine. It is a result of my interaction with others—both of 

the physical and digital kind—and now, it is yours to share. If I have borrowed 

from you, taken your work or otherwise infringed, thank you for your 

contribution. —Sean M.E. 

  

“The fool who understands that he is foolish for that reason he is wise, but the fool 

who thinks that he is wise, indeed he is called a fool.” —DHAMMAPADA (5-63) 
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Introduction written by Andrew H. K.   

This is BOOK NUMBER FOUR, of, THE FUTURE  

DEAD WRITERS SERIES, a series of real books, that it was 
decided will run to ten. The previous introductions and forwards 
were longer and edited and more…thought out, but I want to 
get this out of the way, because the book, A BUDDHA SAYS 
HELLO, is the heart of the matter, not my words, for I’m the 
fool in this whole book making business. I don’t know what to 
say and that’s ok. Sometimes we don’t have to say words if they 
won’t come to us. And believe me, I’ve thought for many weeks 
before I finally wrote these words. I wanted to do the book 
justice, and honestly, I wanted to say something profound—
something that would make an impression and get the reader 
prepared for what this book is, and this book…is a journey—but 
no, not really—I don’t know what to write and don’t have 
anything all that spectacular to tell you, other than this is a good 
book. It is a wandering of sorts. The writer plays the role of part 
editor and collector of the words that are contained in this overall 
narrative, and his name, it is (note: there are other’s short 
writings weaved into this story, other voices that will paint you a 
picture) Sean M.E.—I have known him for years and we met in a 
city that both of us went to college in. The adventure and 
journey of life for both of us (in many ways) began in Kalamazoo 
Michigan. I encouraged Sean to make his journal, that he created 
over in India, into a book, and now, it is…a book.     
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Tomorrow   

I leave on a ten day trip in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar: 

Allahabad for the last dip of Kumbh Mela, Varanasi, and Sarnath and 
Boyd Gaya, the latter two which occupy pilgrimage sites from the 
Buddha’s life.  
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The plan  

This, the plan, implies more thought and  

well, planning, than took place, but…  
 The plan was to join the millions of others on the 

simultaneous last day of Kumbh Mela and the celebration of 
Mahashrivatri. I had a free ride to Allahabad with some tentative 
intention to meet up with a friend who I had met in January during 
travels in the south. Instead, I faced my first battle with roadside 
dhabba food and by six felt a fever begin. The March Ten dip began 
early the next morning, and I took to bed determined to knock out 
whatever was plaguing me. The afternoon had been a strange one. I 
was alternately told there was room for me for the night, and then, 
there wasn’t. At one point I was handed my bag on the roadside and 
told I’d have to find a place for the night. The next day, of course I 
was welcomed, and the group I was with—led by an older 
gentleman who had an idea a minute dominated the group, and 
then, there was three younger men, who were all my age and who 
each fully deferred to him. And there was a driver and an older man 
who stayed quiet and helped when asked. But regardless of the 
circumstances, it was now time to rest.  
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Visions of Mumbai   

A big beautiful mess of a city. Trains separated  

by ladies, first class and second class. Men of all ages hang outside the 
door to momentarily cool off from the midwinter heat. Trains and 
tracks join to provide one-time heard rhythms. Train stations full of 
ants marching. Moving pieces everywhere. In late afternoon it sure 
doesn’t feel like the busiest station in Asia. Everyone is willing to 
make a dollar on your behalf. Directions, suggestions and photos for 
a fee. A penta-lingual tour guide whose life is void of knowledge 
from a school and knowledge gained by living. Gatherings big and 
small along the beachside. Fresh coconut juice from tree-grown 
cups. Chants of justice from angry school girls. Whispers of 
Bollywood stars and shouts of slum neighborhoods. Economies 
(white and black) worth hundreds of millions. Hours of standing 
and waiting and sitting plus moments of hauling make up a day. 
Blockbusters available on the big screens and the streets, same day 
release. Splashes of color. Markets fresh from the Earth. Evenings full 
of goods returned to their pantries. Locked and safe. Evenings, 
nights, mornings and days of millions of pulleys, carts, bikes, arms 
and heads hauling goods across a massive city. Late nights of study at 
public centers. Filthy water and fresh sea breezes. Bank parking lots 
populated with sleeping bodies. Colossal colonial monuments and 
heroes of India stand tall in a cosmopolitan city. Public space paid 
for by the Taj Group. Public art with tears and peace and  visions of 
the youth. Street cricket and park tournaments. Galloping horses 
draw tilt-a-whirls and carriages and  quiet(ish) spots in a noisy city. 
Kites chase the hawk soaring above. A murder of crows gather with 
couples and young people to say goodbye to the day. Bats, rats and 
cats join the parade to the night, as dogs mark their territory to 
night intruders.  
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Islam means peace  

One of the first questions—especially in the southern 

India of Tamil Nadu and Kerala—that people ask foreigners, is about 
their religion. Proselytizing sometimes follows and sometimes not. 
Often it is an introductory question somewhere between…“Where 
is your home?” and…“What do you do for work?” 

So far, I’ve had a chance to meet Christians, Hindus and 
Muslims individually and observe the community differences—as 
neighborhoods are many times segregated by religion.  

On a bus ride from Mysore to Mettapulayam I sat next to a 
Christian. We began talking about, as he put it, “faith prayer 
action.” The conversation quickly turned into a back-and-forth 
question and answer, with him, providing well-crafted and practiced 
questions, while I on the other hand responded with whatever came 
to my head. If there was a winner and loser—if one of us had to 
win—it was he. For each question he asked I struggled to provide 
the answer he was looking for. As he departed and I reflected on the 
conversation I realized he “won” because of well-reasoned and a 
commitment to logic as a means to justify his faith. 

In Hampi, I had a brief interaction with a Hindu swamiji. He 
shared a story about standing on the side of righteousness and 
courage. When you do this he counseled, good merit will be 
returned to you many times over. Wisdom through storytelling. In 
this way he shared his beliefs. 

At this point in my travels I’ve had no conversation with 
Muslims about their faith. One interaction however stands out:  

Another traveler and I were in Kotagiri trying to find a bus 
or auto rickshaw that would take us to a place in the valley we could 
hike and picnic, later to return in the evening. Standing there a 
group of rickshaw drivers formed around us and one told us he 
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could take us to a spot we were looking for at the cost of one 
hundred rupees—we agreed, and on the drive he paused at locations 
that we were to remember in order to find the bus for our return, 
including the pick-up location. Finally we paid and he left us in a 
spot ideal for what we were looking for. The only mark of his faith 
was a sticker on the inside of his taxi. 

The Muslim in India is easy to spot: they are often going to 
or coming from prayer and many times identified by their white 
dress. In my interactions they exhibit humility above all else and are 
fair in their business. Actions over words, it seems. This can be a 
refreshing exception in a place where there is no shortage of 
public proclamations and trickery in the monetary of exchange. And 
scenes like this are in stark contrast to the image of Islam projected 
back in the United States over the last decade, offering many more 
perspectives on the world’s second largest religion. 
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 The agreement  

Man agrees to both serving as caretaker… 

 
And it was etched in bark: 

 
The Tree—Earth’s Air Filter—Don’t Choke the Earth—Grow 

More Trees—Plastics—Earth’s Cholesterol—Avoid Plastics. 
 

 

TO BE CONTINUED IN THE FULL BOOK, A BUDDHA SAYS HELLO, BY SEAN 

M.E. PUBLISHED BY WEST VINE PRESS. OUT END OF NOVEMEBER 
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BOOK SAMPLE TWO  

A FLASK OF  

GINAND OTHER SCOOPS IN EXPERIMENTALJOURNALSIM,  

REPORTED BY AUDEN WYATT 
 
 

  
  
  

  
  
  
  

PUBLISHED BY  
THE DAMN STORY NEWSPAPER GROUP 

 IN ASSOCIATION WITH  
WEST VINE PRESS BOOKS  
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THE DAMN STORY WARNING: ABOUT 
THE REALITY OF THIS PUBLICATION: THIS IS FICTION THEORY. 
IT IS NOT REAL. WELL, NOT EXACTLY. THE DAMN STORY WILL 
TELL YOU THAT THIS GONZO REPORTER BORN IN MICHIGAN CITY 
IS A DAMN FINE STORY TELLER. WITH THAT SAID, THE REALITY 
YOU MAKE FROM THESE WORDS IS UP TO YOU. THE READER HAS 
A DUTY TO THINK FOR THEMSELVES. 
 

A QUOTE:  
"Swine, raw and primitive people, living their lives 
like sharks. Today's pig is tomorrow's victim. Fuck these 
people." Hunter S. Thompson. 
 
 
 
 

WEST VINE PRESS BOOKS. MICHIGAN. U.S.A. 2014.  
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INTRODUCTION by Mr. Manager    

It is Monday morning, another week, and another seven 

days of breaking news. Hello, I’m the number one editor 
and owner of The Damn Story Newspaper. Let’s talk a 
second and not split hairs, because it is my job to tell 
you what you are reading: So I think it was seven years 
ago, when after the Great Recession, I saw for sale signs 
on numerous newspaper buildings around the United 
States. Being a big winner and former real estate agent I 
thought the time was now to bring the industry of 
journalism up to the edge of the future that is now 
happening every day you consumers of news rise and shine 
to learn how the world is no longer just fast, but it is 
light speed. And you can’t wait for the news to happen, 
because by then the news that has been scooped is 
nothing but the dust of history. And if you wait for 
things to happen, you are boring, and that is why you 
have to predict the news and scoop the god particles of 
the news before they explode into the fact of what are 

known as headlines—and then there’s our special 
correspondent and society beat writer, Mr. Auden Wyatt… 

Auden Wyatt has his faults, but he is a patriot who 

knows this book is all a marketing ploy to gain 
readership for The Damn Story. The ship is sinking 

badly—and for everything that is the love of the free 
press, and for democracy… 

HERE IS YOUR DAMN STORY: 
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GOOD LUCK 

That’s what I should have said to him, but I didn’t, 

and looking back on things he was a coward, because 
everyone knows that you never turn your back on your 
own soldiers. But that’s what happened and he wanted to 
save his own ass. The old editor didn’t give a damn about 

me, and it’s just the way he treated me—and then there’s 
his laugh, and I can still remember the sound, and it was 
the sorta’ laugh that you hear when people mistakenly 
believe they’re safe. And I didn’t really want the 
building to burn but that’s what I thought would be 
nice and fitting. And I only thought it disserved the 
fire pit of my rage because it felt (to me) like it wanted 

me to burn—but none of it matters and the past can’t 

stop the aftermath—it’s just…I feel bad for the old 

newspaper building—it’s a tomb for the death of history 
and the end of traditional hardnosed journalism, and 
now it’s nothing but a casket and the stacked bricks are 
now a place where spiders and mice call home, and 
instead of getting the scoop this is where rodents breed 
and defecate and die under the lost ribbons of old micro 
filmed sheets of water stained transparency. The 
building is a place where the old editor’s laughter is 
caught in the limbo of hollow walls and disconnected 
landlines like a pathetic ghost that is nothing but the 
fading reminder of the failure that he was. Five years 
ago I didn’t wish him luck, and after the interview was 
over I walked out and the sports reporter asked me how 
it went. And there wasn’t eye contact or nothing and I 
didn’t say anything to that freak. And after I screamed 
some very bad words in the hallway and then walked 
outside, that’s when I turned around and gave the 
terminally ill patient one last look. And I’m sure as 
you’ve figured out, the old editor was a smoker and he 
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was smoking the cigarette he asked for, and the window 
was cracked and he was looking down towards me from the 
third floor. The vintage swine took a puff and waved as 
I squinted and smiled and I was the one who said, you’re 

a damn lunatic, you do know that right Mr. Ahab?—All 
smiles and you can laugh but that’s what I said, and I 
didn’t mean it because hatred is absurd and defined in 

the moment—the relative value of everything diminishes 

as time passes, but now look at what’s left of the news—
and this just in: the votes have been counted and the 
wrecking ball has been purchased. The building’s 
location is going to be turned into luxury living for 
hipster newlyweds and there’s going to be an indoor pool 
and there’s going to be a fitness room and they’ll even 
have free pizza parties and there’s the possibility for 
every dream you’ve ever had, and in bold print it 
proclaims that this is the perfect place for the young 
technocrats and medical insurance collection firm 

agents—but don’t worry because in the brochure I read 
you’ll be protected because there’s going to be a poorly 
trained security force on part time duty. You can even 
work from home if you want to because there’s going to be 
free hot spots near the vending machines as well as the 
ultimate value package when it comes to high-speed 

internet options. Service with a smile—the management 
will always be around—you’ll be the star on the set, 
and there will be thousands of cameras filming your 
every move and in the brochure it said three times on 
every page this is THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN LIVING, and 

everyone is being forced into old people homes—so now—
what is left after the aftermath? And where, where does 
that leave me? I know: NEO GONZO DEBAUCHERY.  
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FIRST SCOOP BEFORE OCCUPY WALL…Street  

Fifteen thousand dollar salary—that’s it—that’s all 

they can afford to pay me for a whole year of doing the 
news—sounds good I said…and I said that…because I was 
living with my grandma in her retirement community 
before I got here for a while and then I had to get out of 

my apartment as well because I didn’t work—so I needed 
this job and my last girlfriend said I was lazy as shit 
and then she broke up with me but I have to pay for the 
kid and so that’s why I had to get this job, but I didn’t 
want the job, because I don’t like the cold weather. It’s 
not normal for humans to ever get as cold as they do up 
here. Here’s your proof: Evolution I told the editor and He 
thought it was a joke and then said I was funny. Whatever 
I told him…and then when the editor dropped me off I 

asked for some petty cash—He said he had twelve bucks. I 
took the chump change and now I’m standing in downtown 
Lansing chewing tobacco like a camel with a pipe hanging 
out of my mouth. I’m cold and mad and I really don’t care 
if this whole bloody mess of a world suddenly goes up in 
flames. Do I mean that? I don’t know and it doesn’t matter, 
because it isn’t going to happen. The world is going to be 
just fine and now, five years after my first interview, I’m 
a reporter. I’m here and I really need this job. Occupy 
Wall Street Michigan edition. Sweet. I’m a local beat 
reporter for a start-up Newspaper. The editor said it’s 
going to be exciting and that they want to change the 
world. Why bother I said, there’s got to be a reset button 
somewhere—silence…He started singing…I think it's time 
we stop, children, what's that sound, everybody look 
what's going down…there's battle lines being drawn. Let 
me out of the car now I said. Don’t like the Buffalo? 

What? No. I don’t care I said…and then the editor left to 

look at paper samples. Outside and he gave me a thumb up—
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good stuff—I was alone and so I walked on the sidewalk 
and just looked at the disaster that this society is. And 
the capital of Michigan looks like the highway. Busy and 
exaggerated. Like some kind of play for children. Coffee. I 
need to wake up. There are so many reasons. And while I’m 
standing outside of the bean shop chewing my dip with my 
pipe hanging out of my mouth it starts to slowly rain. A 
big guy, almost three hundred pounds and sweating like 
he’s in a desert…walks by me and stops. He takes a step 
back and looks at me. I don’t look at him. He’s not a good 
looking man. Can’t you read? He says, looking at a sign 
behind me, pointing with his eyes, and so I tilt my head 
and smile and the sign reads no smoking by any building 
in any direction or something like that. And I don’t get 
it. They sell the stuff, but that’s another story and I 

don’t want to talk about rules right now…because I’m not 
breaking any. It’s simple. Real easy. I just want a cup of 
coffee and then go get the story on this supposed 
national revolution that’s going on, even though to be 
honest, I don’t want to occupy anything but a hotel 
room—I don’t feel so good and I think it’s mental. It’s not 
real I said. What isn’t real the fat man says. The pipe. 
See. It’s a pen. A pipe pen. It’s not real. I’m dipping. 
Chewing the smoke. Cool? I write with this. Got it at this 
place in…what do you do He says. I’m a reporter sir—see—
I’m here to get the narrative of a generation. Occupy Wall 
Street. You know of the gathering. I think it is in the 

city park? Haven’t heard of it the fat man says and…what 
do you do I ask. I’m a State Representative. How’s that 
working out I said…and he doesn’t answer. Now a kid is 
running down the street. A little guy with a giant suit 
on—he looks like a circus performer. About time you show 
up the fat man said. Go in and get us some coffee and NO 
CREAM. BLACK. DON’T MESS UP TODAY. Get me a cheese cake as 

well…RYAN. You got a hearing problem? Get us a table in 
the corner. Nobody else should be around. Listen. Two 
cheesecakes. I’ll bring one home to the wife. You know how 
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she loves them and—Hello Ryan I said. Who are you Ryan 

said to me and I said…Auden. Auden Wyatt. What do you do 
Ryan asks. I’m a reporter. Here for the narrative of a 

generation…oh yeah…yeah…and so what newspaper or 
station affiliate lil ol’ Ryan asks me. The Damn Story. 

Neither of them say a thing—they go in the coffee shop 
and I stand there. It starts to snow and I feel terrible, 
and so I just spit the tobacco out in the garbage can and 
hope for everything to stop.  
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WORK WEEK ITINERARY  

One: At the Bam Bam Bar and Grill waiting to eat a 

rack of ribs and drink some beer. 2. Leave. 3. Head to 
the middle. 4. Stay a day. 5. Head back to the bridge and 
get somewhere…maybe to the lower parts. 6. I’m going 
show up at Walloon Lake at the Hemingway Cottage 
regardless if that’s alright with the Society. 8. 
According to my calculations it should be Friday and 
I’ll be just about all out of Folgers. 9. Be back around 
rednecks just long enough to flex my middle finger. 10. 
By Friday I’m supposed to be, along with the press 
staff, including the world-famous assistant, Beaf 
Wellington, getting the true story, the only story, the 

gonzo story—The Damn Story will be at ArtPrize in 
Grand Rapids Michigan. 11. Going to work on some 
writing after the ribs. 12. The editors are driving me 
nuts. Lunatics and got some o.c.d or something like that. 
Always sending messages about where I am and I told 
them scooping sirs. Yeah two editors now. I don’t like 
number two editor. He’s bad at his job and he always 
makes my work and my words and the overall formatting 
of the damn scoops look even worser’ than it already is, 
and so I get real upset at editor number two because he  
makes my stories all dumbed down for savages when it’s 
printed. He doesn’t know what he is doing and we didn’t 
need him and so now I only make ten grand a year 
because we have to pay editor number two, and no, this 
is not working out, and the real newspapers are really 
out business now but were still giving this changing 
the world of journalism thing a go. Fuckin’ A man. 
Breaking news. This is insanity. And to make the 
bullshit even worser’ (LOL 4 LIFE) I guess we’re going 
to hire a space reporter and an information guy to talk 
about palm pads and tendos and brain pods and other 
such technological beats. It’s already out of control 
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and score update. I’m a reporter. Give me a break I told 
the editors. You’re digging my grave and that’s about it 
assholes. Don’t tell me to calm down. I don’t have gas 
money for the chevette and I’m stalled out on the 
Mackinaw Bridge. And yeah. That’s the car I have now. 
This is just great stuff. Ten years of training and this 
is the payoff. America I love you but George Washington 
might kick your ass if you don’t read my scoops. Fear 
tactics. We’re not above that either. The Damn Story 
will do anything for readership. We will even make up 
the news. Beep…Beep—the wire broke and this just in. A 
modernized double-decker bus has been overrun by 
genetically enhanced bears that were trained to kill 
terrorists in the sharp teethed vampire mountains of 
Afghanistan. It’s been reported by Wakka Wakka Leaks 
that the only thing between a total tragic blood bath 
and a happy ending rubdown is the actor Emilio Estevez 
and Parker Lewis Can’t Lose. Stay tuned America. I’m 
Auden Wyatt. The last reporter alive. A patriot. Red 
white and blue cape wearin’ overalls and lookin’ out 
for the heart of Jesus Land. Our land. The U.S.A!   
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WAR WARY   

What would Thompson say right now? Would he take 

over on the loud brother electronic typewriter and 

show me how to do it…only then to stop and say…this 
is a piece of shit—I can’t get the story with this damn 
thing. I need something with some humanity that’s not 
all wires and cranks and what is this? This is a 
typewriter? I can’t use my fingers with this. Would he 
quit and yell and say, now go do something else because 
you can’t get the story with this kid. Tell me. What 
would Hunter say? Would the speed freak beg for more 
and would he yell at me and this whole planet of 
savagery as I’m sinking along with them into the swamp 
while working for The Damn Story while repeatedly 
getting stung in the bug tent? And would he yell at 
the delusional lovers of poverty who think they have 
credit scores and the fools and the deal is he’d say, I 

already saw the death nail in the American dream—so 
buck up boy—And what would he say about the blogs and 
the business insiders and the Paris Reviews and the New 
York Times and The Gannet Corps and the hipsters and 
yipsters and the frats and the clans and the science 
and religious and bigot ego freaks, and what would 
Hunter S. Thompson say about everything that is this 
new professional class? Would he say so much has 
changed, or would he say, see I told you, this is the 
end of the human individual? Would he say be right 
back and grab a revolver and hold it to my skull and 
say now it’s your turn, football season is over, I 
already told you that and so now end it too, it’s ok 
Auden Wyatt, you can let go because there’s nothing for 
you to get a story on. You already told them and where 
did that get you? And your hands hurt don’t they, from 
typing so much and your body is breaking down isn’t 
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it…yes…so pull the trigger and stop with this 

typing—and…so—would he take the pipe from my mouth 
and throw it on the ground and smash it and what would 

he say—what would Hunter S. Thompson say of our Post 
Nine Eleven world?  

   

TO BE CONTINUED IN THE FULL NOVEL. A FLASK OF GIN AND 
OTHER SCOOPS IN EXPERIMENTAL JOURNALISM, BY AUDEN WYATT. 

PUBLISHED BY WEST VINE PRESS.  OUT END OF NOVEMBER.  
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BOOK SAMPLE Three

By Patrick Trotti 
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—INTERSTATE BASEBALL DREAMS  
  

My mom knew more about baseball than anyone I’d 

ever known, except me but—it wasn’t always that way. To her 
credit, she knew what was coming. She could see her future of 
doubleheader little league games Saturday and three CYO 
basketball games Sunday. And she’d drive to all corners of the 
county, sometimes to places further. We saw every conceivable 
Saint who had a school named after them with a gym that was 
multi-purposed during the week as an auditorium and cafeteria. 
We played against anyone and everyone growing up.  

I was an only child, living with her during the week, and by 
grade school she went from mom to a glorified ball retriever. Our 
driveway was on an angle so most of my shots (directed towards 
the Sears bought basketball hoop) would fly off into any number 
of areas, to someone who’d sit down and watch the games with 
me. But soon, I’d already overgrown our throwing sessions. She 
was too small to handle my throws to her. I needed…bigger; a 
bigger front yard to play, a bigger throwing partner, bigger 
equipment; always bigger to match my monthly growth spurts—I 
think she realized that this was her opportunity. We didn’t have 
much in common. But what seven year old boy would with their 
mother? I was focused on getting dirty and never saying no to a 
fight or a game and her main job was to keep me as clean and 
injury free as possible. To her credit, she put in the time. She’d sit 
through rain delays, double headers, even the basketball quadruple 
header that they televised every Christmas morning. And after a 
hard day of work, after preparing dinner and cleaning up, after 
checking my homework, only to realize I hadn’t done it properly, 
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which meant she had to sit and watch me actually do the work. 
And after all that, she’d sit with me and watch a game. I knew she 
was tired—that she had a checkbook to balance and a pile of 
laundry to do. It never seemed to end for her but she never gave 
up, never took a game off or put herself on the DL, no—she just 
put her head down and continued.  

As long as I was watching, so was she. With football and 
basketball she wasn’t as diehard as with baseball. It got to the point 
where she genuinely loved the game as much as I did. She would 
take it all in, look for patterns and tendencies to give her an idea of 
why certain players did what they did. She was a quick learner, 
always ready with a question. The tables were reversed during 
those first years of games. I was the parent trying to answer the 
insatiable appetite of someone asking why a million different ways.  

We spent our summer on the road. I was selfish. I got to pick 
the vacation. All the way back to Disney World when I was a little 
tike. First we went to the Pro Football Hall of Fame out in Ohio. I 
don’t remember the actual museum. What I do remember is the 
car ride. I sat in the backseat, buckled in tightly. Game Boy in one 
hand, a notebook with a pen at my side, and I’d go between 
playing Tecmo Bowl with Bo Jackson as my team and scribbling 
out offensive football plays. And now, most parents would think 
that a child dutiful writing away, transfixed in their own world 
would provide a respite while driving. However, after every really 
good play—and I mean the really really good ones, the ones that I 
thought could even produce a first down in the NFL, I’d nudge 
my mom’s shoulder and scream for her to look at my play. I’d have 
the notebook chest level, facing her, and waited for her eyes to 
meet mine in the rearview mirror. I knew I only had a few seconds 
before she looked away and focused back on the road. And each of 
those handfuls of seconds that her eyes darted up to meet mine 
gave me a chance to ramble out a part of the play. It was an 
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arduous task, surely more so for her, but I never grew tired of it. 
And I’ve only kept a handful of those plays but…I easily filled 
dozens of notebooks with formations, blocking patterns and 
audible options at the line, counters and traps, reverses, post 
patterns and slants and—the best part was naming the play. This 
would be done at 75mph through several states, and I missed all of 
the sights, all of the farmland and barns, all of the niche tourist 
shops, everything, because I was preparing the next great football 
play.  

Fast forward a few years and then I’ve outgrown the Game 
Boy and my silly diagrams. I’ve traded them in for books. Not any 
books. Specific books, a niche market if there ever were one. By 
this age, I’d entered into the endless world of scouting baseball 
players, and it was the perfect business model. The shelf life of each 
publication was nine months. There was always the next one, the 
newest one, the one with the most updated rankings, the first time 
interviews with stars of the future. And I’d tried to read simple 
baseball books, those in my age range. They just didn’t hold my 
attention for long enough. So I delved further, searched longer—I 
finally found the only non-required reading that I’d do until my 
college years. Names like Bill James were the classics; my 
substitute for William Shakespeare or Mark Twain.  
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—AND THE BEAT GOES ON 
 

They sit together in a circle, 
camp style with the lights drawn low, 
the major players are in attendance, 
candles and incense fragrance the small room. 
 
Ginsberg on the fire escape, 
howling under the moon, 
while Orlovsky nods his head in agreement 
and clutches his waist tight. 
 
Cassady and Corso clash, 
seeing whose reputation, 
precedes them, outsizes, the other, 
a test of who is the true mythical figure. 
 
Burroughs sitting calmly, 
on the hole ridden sofa, 
silently cooking up 
the goodies for the night. 
 
Kerouac is holding court, 
people, men and women, 
equally fascinated by this 
hobo angel with the vocabulary of Dante. 
 
Ferlinghetti trying to stay sober, 
not wanting to miss out 
on the next great poem or story 
that he can publish. 
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And in the corner Huncke sits, 
rocking back and forth, 
eyes darting around, casing the room, 
looking to steal anything that isn’t bolted down. 
 
A mass of white bodies with dark hair, 
hand me down clothes and glasses, 
ancient philosophers and French poets in their heads, 
an inherent privilege collectively thrown away. 
 
The women on the outskirts of the circle, 
symbolic but not outright stated, 
poems are recited not read, memorized from deep within, 
stories are told with hand gestures and cadences. 
 
As the wine flows and the smoke of pot clouds the room, 
the men begin with their elaborate theories of living 
with minimal possessions, bucking conventions, 
making their own forms of acceptable culture. 
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—LIFE, 140 CHARACTERS AT A TIME 

A. Choose your own adventure: late night run to combination 
Taco Bell/KFC or 7-11? Epic novel... 

 
B. Can I buy the iPhone 12 now just so I know I'll be cool for 

the next decade? Too much hassle with this incremental 
change. 

 
C. Living life within two feet of a power outlet. 

#firstworldproblems 
 

D. Derek Jeter. Batting .250. Standing ovation. #6words 
#sportsfiction 

 
E. Check from Amazon for $2.80 came in the mail today. 

Gonna get a burger and chicken nuggets off the dollar menu. 
#LivingTheHighLife 

 
F. Sunday morning, or the awkward hours when Southerners 

realize that they have to wait another week until they matter 
again. #CollegeFootball 

 
G. I wanna go to NYC Fashion Week and yell out during a 

men’s show, ask if they have any pants with a 38' waist or 2xl 
shirts 

 
H. Jordan Flight 29 coming out soon. I'm 28... 

 
I. Where did the summer go? Went by quicker than my iPhone 

battery. 
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J. Reading at local library tonight. Anxiety riddled. Too many 
ppl and I'll freeze up, not enough and I'll feel like a loser. 

 
K. Not sure if the noises I'm hearing are part of my auditory 

hallucinations or just construction on the bridge. #RealTalk 
#mentalillness 

 
L. Portrait Of The Author As An Unedited Tweeter. 

 
M. To commemorate Derek Jeter's last All Star Game, the MLB 

Home Run Derby is now the opposite field line drive derby. 
 

N. Hillary Clinton's memoir 'struggled' with 48,000 sales in the 
past month. I'm on pace for 50 this month and I feel blessed. 
#LowExpectations 

 
O. Michael Jordan playing baseball. #RuinThe90s 

 
P. Jurassic Parks and Rec. #RuinThe90s 

 
Q. Full Crack House #RuinThe90s 

 

TO BE CONTUNIED 
IN ‘IT ALL ENDS IN TEARS ANYWAY’. BY PATRICK 

TROTTI. PUBLISHEDBY WEST VINE PRESS. DECEMBER 2014. 
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The Vortex—of two thousand fourteen—and I’m 
standing in the pit of the city down the street from medical mile. 
The winter has come back after five years and people are pissed—
they have been born from fear and now they are bored of being 
terrified. And I’m standing as I smoke outside, and I’m reading a 
poem about the last gangster alive written by a poet named Gregory 
Corsso. He said something along the lines that the guns have frozen 
to bodies and that the old bullets are no good no more. It hurts 
turning the page but the page warms my brain, and I am alone, that 
is for sure, and since I’ve been in this skipping stone of a city I’ve 
been alone—but at the same time, I’ve been surrounded by old spirits 
and pictures hanging on walls. One time not long ago I even got 
arrested for standing while smoking too close to a building and I’ve 
been hit by hands and been given a bloody nose. I’ve shoveled the 
snow and plowed the snow and I’ve changed brakes and brought 
water to the sick. I’ve worked as workers do and taken pictures of 
street signs that go north and south and everywhere that only bring 
the young writer back to home.  But now, home is gone, and it’s 
never enough to make the terrified happy. It’s just been a real cold 
winter. I’ve read and written words and fallen out of love in less 
time than ever before, and people turn into stone in the winter, but 
they catch the bug at the end of the summer, and expectations lead 
to war, and sometimes love ends with an unknown man’s 
gravestone.  
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I’m standing outside in the three degree weather, 

and a dog starts barking at me, and it’s the same dog, it’s an old dog, 
and the dog is with his old masters—the dog is old and the dog is 
barking with his rugged dog bark. There’s no bite and we know the 
truth: the days are numbered for people who don’t say hello when 
their dog on a leash is barking at the man who they met back in the 
month of July, and back then when the pit was a swamp and when 
the doors were open and when the sex was heard, and back then 
when the love was the future and when the street signs still led 
home to the lake. Back then things were good and I stand outside 
smoking and reading a poem and the dog still barks at me, and 
strangely enough it’s wagging its tail. At first when I heard the dog 
bark I was pissed because the dog always barks at me and I say 
“hello” and I say “nice dog” to both the master and the owner, and 
every day when they sneak out to look out into the woods to watch 
the squirrels run after each other—jumping from branch to branch as 
people talk about coyotes that nobody has ever seen—as hobos walk 
down the trains tracks that lead to and away and from the county 
prison—as the cardinals and the monk birds and a cat named Mark 
Twain sneak up from the pit and eat some crumbs and then slowly 
go back to the small forest woods that is an island home made for 
the small goodness—and the birds and the cats and the rodents and 
the shadows are all sitting on trees and bushes looking at this 
apartment complex down in the pit of medical mile, and they watch 
this place…but they don’t envy what we have…and that’s fine, 
because we have bigger brains and have evolved to care for them 
even if they don’t care the same way about us, because they’re littler 
than us.  
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And I just stand here, and there’s a dog bark 

and the weather froze my toes, and I was standing outside smoking 
and I turned the page, and I was angry and then I faced the direction 
of the wind chill—I was standing there with the dog and the old 
man, and at first I was shaking my head but it was time to let go and 
so I smiled at the dog, and I smiled because I’m a nice person. 
And… 
“I’m sorry” I said to the dog and the owner looked at the ground…  
“Nice dog” I said and the owner growled.  
“You’re a very good dog” I said and the dog barked and the birds 
chirped.  
“He’s old” the owner said.  
“No need to be sorry. I know” I said.  

And I’m not sure if he really knew what I was talking about 
or not, and that doesn’t really matter—but standing outside smoking 
a smoke in the cold winter weather I said, “enough is enough, 
you’re too good for this fight, they don’t even care about you 
anyway. Walk away and hit the road—you’re too wise for this 
nonsense.” 
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He lived in the Black Forest Mountains, and I don’t 

know why I’m reminded of this obscure story right now, and it 
doesn’t really matter because everything is such a brilliant waste of 
time, and it’s very cold outside and the apartment is so hot because I 
don’t control the heat. I’m writing in swimming trunks without a 
shirt on and my beard is itchy—and I was going to shave today and 
slowly pack up because I’ll be moving soon, and that was the plan, 
but like usual the hours go away like an unverifiable rate of 
exchange for the dollar bill, and it’s just…when you wake up it takes 
two hours to forget about the pain.  

And don’t ask me but I’m thinking about something, and the 
sun sets and the yellow wood garages and the white snow becomes 
the new color of the red roofs, and as the green walls change colors 
and as the houses across the street turn on lamps by the condemned 
school that still needs to be powered because the pipes can’t freeze, 
and as the sun sets the mouse with the broken foot that was in my 
house last night and no…I didn’t kill it…because I didn’t want to 
hear the sound of a living creatures bones being crushed, and when I 
woke up and smoked a cigarette I felt bad because the mouse forgot 
that it was cold and got out the door and froze to death in the 
driveway…poor thing. 

 

TO BE CONTINUED IN THE BOOK, THREE DIMENSIONAL BOXES, BY 

A.H.K. PUBLISHED BY WEST VINE PRESS HARDCOVER. OUT NOW. 
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BOOK SAMPLE FIVE 

 (Book C)
THE FEAR AND THE GOING PART ONE   
  

  
WRITTEN BY ANDREW H. KUHAREVICZ  

  
POP THIS BOOK RECAP  

More Adventures of a Dying Young Man (Book A) is a book that starts 
at the beginning of The Great Recession. A young suicidal college graduate who 
majored in philosophy of the mind drops out of graduate school and somehow 
decides to be a writer. Along the way he works in factories and travels around the 
United States. Using a stolen typewriter that was owned by a famous dead writer 
he learns more about the human condition than if he would have stayed in school 
or just watched television, and after falling on some hard times he meets a young 
energetic agent (Babushka) who sells him (Henry Oldfield) on the idea of writing 
Science Fiction Pop-Up Books for adults. It’s an amazing story about the first 
video game and the art of drawing three-dimensional boxes. This literary 
chronicle is about one young man’s journey into adulthood. After living in the 
woods he walks out of the wild only to learn that it’s all wild.   

More Adventures of a Dying Young Man is about the Future Book of 
War and Artificial Intelligence. It begins at an Alien parade in Roswell and carries 
on to Key West before heading back up to Lake Michigan. It’s a story that could 
have happened a million times before, but could never be duplicated, because 
Henry Oldfield is one strange fella’.   
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 RADIO BROADCAST ONE  

T WASNT supposed to happen this way… 

Justa’ GOOD ol’ fashion mess is what happened. There’s no 
other explanation necessary—because honestly that’s all there is to it—
but hold your horses for just one second because man o’ man I tell 
ya’…who in their right mind coulda’ possibly ever in a million years 
had them the hunch that the fate of Henry Oldfield and The Future 
Book of War coulda’ been caused by an insignificant bugger called a 
waxworm that (for scientific reasons) was born in a vat and transported 
(illegally mind-you) to the United States after (somehow) immigrating 
from (just somewhere named) The Falkland Islands? 

  
Radio Broadcast TEN 

History shows that even during war time a mighty country can 
carry on pretty much the same as normal. This time was different. It 
will get really messy. This war won’t be so nice and normal. Nobody 
will see it coming because it’s a very old war, and much like the very 
old war was…the case was sealed and sold and forgotten. And this was 
nothing to write home about. It was the way it goes and the new cop 
was bored. Sitting at his desk in the same office as the Old Man Lee 
Roy did…he just didn’t get it, and even though the new detective 
didn’t try to reopen the homicides it wasn’t his fault because the most 
important facts of the case were scattered all over the place. The truth 
was seen as a trophy and nothing else. It was behind his desk. He never 
knew but still it wasn’t his fault because there was no way he could 
have known just how important the D.N.A of this moth was to the 
story, and that’s because the wings were always discarded…and they 
weren’t even part of the experiment. And somewhere downtown the 
new detective said, “Well it could have been worse.” And no, he wasn’t 
very sensitive, but then again he was right and they never knew about 
him. The unknown man wasn’t even a suspect and he had no 
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connection to any of this. That’s why it was perfect. He watched the 
lizard man and knew he liked fire, and since he got sick the unknown 
man followed around the demented and used what they were going to 
do and did it himself and that’s why nobody would ever know, and this 
was the only way to feed his sickness, to find the evil and be the evil 
and then leave, and so that’s what happened. 

There was one survivor. A golden retriever puppy named King 
Arthur, and when the place went up in smoke the doors were locked 
and every slot machine towards each entrance was full of a highly 
flammable material. Nobody saw it coming and when the grapes all 
lined up it was already too late. Winner…Winner…Winner—and 
under the Casino the first of its kind was found. There’s no record 
where this happened but I do know it was somewhere in the United 
States. The fire squad left and then within minutes the investigators 
arrived. A book was found during the cleanup of a property fire and 
there was a pyromaniac. He was the only suspect and his name was 
Lucky Light. Nobody knew he had an IQ of somewhere between 
fifty-seven and sixty-four, well that is everyone but a rogue doctor 
from Argentina, because he knows everything and the entire story was 
part of his plan. This and that and just everything upon everything 
were only layers upon layers of the cake that made-up the super special 
experiment…and it never stopped. And oh…but there was a 
problem—Lucky light wasn’t a killer and nobody knew who the 
retarded kid was, well not really, they just thought he was a weird 
creep who lived with his parents down in the swamps, and He was but 
He was also a bit more. And so no, the story wasn’t supposed to happen 
this way. 
 
BACK TO THE GOING 

Dear Babushka, The High Lords of Society know that the 
folks on the street don’t want some bullshit ending where the writer 
gets lazy and the book just ends without much of anything other 
than those age-old and a-typical human realizations being resolved. 
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And I could do that….yeah…I could end this book right now, but I 
won’t, because that’s not what happened and this isn’t really a book. 
It’s some kind of informational report transmitted from the anomaly 
that Henry Oldfield and his friend who worked for the Feds came 
across when they were trying to figure out who Mr. So & So was…  

And…  
…is it raining yet?   
That’s the last question number sixteen asked… 
What?   
Nobody has a fucking clue.   
     

Dear Nora, hope all is well. I got your letter. I would like to see 
you too. We had a nice drive and that feels like forever and a day ago 
now, and I thought I’d never hear from you again. Yeah, a bunch has 
changed—but you liked Pop This Book?…really…dang…nobody 
else did. And I don’t know, but this is some of what happened since 
you dropped me off in Roswell.  
 
 Since the publisher owed J.R’s father a favor for saving the 
head honcho of BookFace from a public relations nightmare (as well 
as major court troubles) for driving through the front of a GetLit 
gently used chain bookstore in Atlanta while he was (all at the same 
time) getting a drunk blowjob by a cheerleading coach of the pro 
football team loaded on an entire bottle of his high school kid’s 
amphetamines as he was driving eighty six in a thirty five while 
smoking black dragons that were illegally stuffed with Cuban 
tobacco and well—needless to say it was a very ugly scene and two 
people were injured rather badly. One was a scietinolgical pastor and 
the other was a famous country singer slash hip hop and electronic 
socialite world traveler and youth culture leader of the hippest and 
most well respected neo-mod scenes, but strangely enough nothing 
was said about this fiasco—it’s as if it never even happened. The local 
news didn’t even report on (or possibly know about) what happened. 
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And it was a big story but it was also a non story, and it makes sense, 
because that’s how good business is done and everything was settled 
thanks to Jared’s dad. 
 Alright, so after that accident was settled unethically behind 
closed doors, that’s when we got ourselves an agreement and some 
funding for these terrible science fiction popup books for adults, and 
to make sure we could flip my words J.R had a trick of his sleeve, and 
that is because he always did.   
  
NEW SECTION NUMBER EIGHT  

Let’s get back to where the story left off from…  
  
BOOK A  
“Can I leave J.R.? I rather go back to bed…”   
“No you can’t. Just SIT AND WAIT…I got it. Don’t tell 
me…because that doesn’t matter because you were…oh…yeah…! 
HENRY OLDFIELD WAS ALWAYS BORN. THIS IS WHAT 
THE… WORLD…NEEDS…THINK…THINK… THINK 
HENRY! THINK SEX VIEWER-BLASTER IN YOUR FACE. I 
MEAN…YOU JUST CAN’T SHAKE THE OH YEAH  KID I 
GOT IT—YES— WORDS LIKE CANDY and 
you…HENRY…the boy from lore calms down the masses and 
then THINK ABOUT THE FUTURE OF BOOKS. It’s the only 
way.”     
“I don’t understand what you’re saying Jared…”  
“MONEY…MONEY…MONEY…GEORGE HARISON 
KINDA MONEY. INTERNET KINDA MONEY. I GOT MY 
MIND SET ON YOU KINDA MONEY. YA’ DIG? SURE YOU 
DO DR. MESSY HAIR.”  
  
“A CONCEPT TURNER”   

Forget about it. It was terrible and the subject material 
doesn’t matter. Pick whatever you want and it doesn’t change the 
fact that it was real bad…just this or that and The Book itself was 
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the gimmick. It was a scratch and sniff-pop-up-choose your own 
serial adventure. It was based on a future timeline. It took place 
three hundred years in the future and the main character was a son 
of some god named Nebulous. This piece of viral trash from the 
inner space membrane of the slut of consumerism is the only reason 
this so called book exists, and nobody in their right mind would 
even call this atrocious waste of time a real book, and that’s because 
it was only made for…more money, and the whole project was 
completely absurd and that’s why editors and agents and other 
writers…that’s why even my friends and my shrink…that’s why 
(the book is why) people laughed at me, and so in my contract there 
was the pseudopromise for a midseason replacement television series 
with another option for a three dimensional movie, and none of this 
happened, and even though I’m told it still could I know the truth, 
and the truth is it can’t and it won’t ever happen because nothing 
good is going to happen because my life is nothing more than a 
tragedy.  
  
J.R.   

He’s the worst person I’ve ever been friends with, and I do like 
him, it’s just…  

Anyway that’s the story, and that's my agent…that's J.R for 
ya'. He's a real son of a bitch and I don't really like him…but…I 
trust him...sometimes, and when it comes to my writing well…he's 
probably my biggest and maybe my only real supporter…but 
still…that god damn Babushka, he bleeds money and walks proudly 
like a cheater. He's a loophole into insanity and the first phone call 
you hesitate but nevertheless are forced to make when the kind of 
money you have isn’t accepted—money, it’s always about money, 
and He knows people who don’t even use money because they 
don’t believe in money, because they make the money, and J.R 
MacArthur was supposed to be in the club, because his family is the 
club, but one night it was just before the morning and he told me 
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he was bored and the club was boring and he said the word boring 
many times because we had many drinks. J.R said that he was going 
to take down his own family because life is a game and that’s why 
we’re going to pop this book. I don’t care I said…and it’s just…  

He’s always around and he'll always do what he can, because 
He doesn’t care about feelings and just does what he does and it 
works...sometimes.    
“Hello.   
Coming soon. Bedhead…NO TIME. Just call back.”   
“When?”   
“Already told ya’ boy. Soon…” 
Click.   
“Hello?”   

  
HISTORICAL CLARITY   
U.S.A was at its most boring time ever…   

And…honestly…I don’t know why it feels like this Henry,  
but from my point of view it really does seem like people just stopped 
caring. And maybe they never did…but Number Nine wasn’t 
bothered by the facts, because “what's the use”—and so…years before 
he even showed up in the experiment Jose went with the flow. Punch 
in and Punch out. Static and His eyes hurt and Static. Tuesday. Always 
Tuesdays and more static. He went to the eye doctor and they said 
nothing's wrong. He said “I can’t see” so they gave him glasses. Placebo 
effect and there was a short half-life. Static and His eyes hurt even 
more…static…Humans forgot they were evolved creatures. The 
technology became their eyes and everyone was a criminal. The facts 
were simple and static—they didn’t need help—they policed themselves 
and the box was everywhere…and just…static. His eyes burned and 
more static. He went back to the eye doctor. They told him to see a 
psychologist. He didn’t want to do that. He dealt with the pain and 
Static and The same. Punch In and Punch Out…Static. He knew he 
was being used by somebody. He wasn’t even bothered by the reality 
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of Static. It's the way it goes. Static and so Cloud signed the papers. He 
wanted the adventure because His eyes hurt. Static and He wanted his 
eyes to stop hurting. They said the special sauce might help. Static and 
He wanted more money. Static and He couldn’t see. Static and He 
saved the man's life—Cloud wanted to go home. It's been years now 
and Static. Each minute was now six minutes long. He was tired of the 
manipulation and then Static and His eyes hurt. Static and He had to 
wear sunglasses. Static and Pain. Static and Pain and Static and Even at 
night within total darkness it was still too bright and Static and 
Number Nine didn’t care about the savage and doomed because he 
wasn’t a good person and he wasn’t a bad person and Static. Cloud was 
a human being. He didn’t know what to do. Static and The television 
and Static. The traffic jams and Static. The computer and the internet 
and the wind and the voice …static…and the day and the 
reflections…and the winter and the news and the media and static—
His eyes hurt and Static. Punch In and Punch Out and Static. He lived 
with depression for far too long and Static. He was alone. Static and 
His father died. His mother died and Static. Pain and Static and His 
girlfriend was killed. Static and She overdosed on the old sauce. Static 
and Cloud broke up with her a week before he found her in a bathtub. 
Static and His older brother was a pastor. Static and He wouldn’t speak 
at her funeral. Static and nobody would hold the service and 
static…she was dead. Static and it was suicide…static and they were 
ashamed of her. Static and Her parents didn’t even come to the wake 
and cloud blamed himself…pain…His eyes hurt. He buried her alone 
and it was Tuesday. He got home after it started raining. He hated his 
life and He was alone. There was only static and pain and the politics 
were too loud, and that's why he left America. That's why he went 
down south…way down south. Cloud worked for a year as a human 
resource agent for a huge super store. It was a Tuesday and it’s always 
been Tuesdays for him. Static and Punch In and Punch Out. Static and 
October. Punch In and Static. Punch out—He was on his lunch break 
and was sitting in his car. The night before He had some kind of 
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revelation—getting out of his car Cloud knew what he had to do. Ten 
minutes later He quit his job and then went off the grid. He just 
couldn’t do it anymore, and overnight America sounded horrible. He 
couldn’t see anything and had to get away. Static and He changed his 
mind…his name…and static…He forgot about his pain. Static and one 
day he was born—for Cloud the static was gone—he no longer cared. 
He worked as a maintenance man at a hotel part time and his name is 
now Jose. Almost twenty years ago His name used to be Dusty 
Apostolo…and nobody knew where he went, because He was just 
gone—He didn’t care how they felt, and He never really did and He 
liked them, but just not enough to miss them. And In South America 
He hung around and zoned out. He was free from the static—He 
couldn’t even speak the language very well but that didn’t matter, 
because he knew what was going on.   
  
THE FUTURE IS THE END OF THE WORLD  

The doors opened and the experiment was over, and as the  
ship moved through the cold waters on its way back to the global 
world the fourteen participants were talking to the researchers. Each 
one had their own story and the one thing that all fourteen of them 
shared in common…was their belief in the Lizard Man. And Cloud 
saved the lizard man and it was insane…because the truth was…static.   

“Damnit” Cloud said, and this is when things really got bad  
—this is when IT felt it again. There was an enormous amount of static 
and what was wrong with these people? He didn’t say anything and 
Cloud just kept his mouth shut. He wanted to be left alone and he 
thought that the clam chowder was real good, and with nowhere else 
to be…he sat there with his bowl and slowly consumed his meal. It was 
hot—Cloud felt full.   
 
A MIND IN THEIR IMAGE   

They thought it was already self-aware, but they were 
wrong…  
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And at the time…when IT happened…Jose was eating his 
clam chowder and His eyes hurt. Static and pain and the computer. 
There was an Error and Static and they overlooked something very 
important. Static and Human and IT, and the day well…it was a 
Tuesday…  

Incorrect…Incorrect—there was static—the computer was no  
longer laughing.   
  

TO BE CONTINUED IN THE FULL NOVEL—MORE ADVENTURES 
OF A DYING YOUNG MAN. BOOK C THE FEAR & THE GOING PART 
ONE OF TWO. WRITTEN BY ANDREW H. KUHAREVICZ.. PUBLISHED 

BY WEST VINE PRESS. EARLY 2015 
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BOOK SAMPLE SIX 

THE NAPKIN BOOK 
By Jorge de Leon  
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Introduction 
Written by A.H. K 
Editor-In-Chief of West Vine Press 

The third book in the Future Dead Writers Series comes 

from a writer who lives in Grand Rapids Michigan. The first two 
books were longer in nature but easier in some ways to edit—
probably because most of the words contained in this collection 
were originally written on napkins at bars. But whatever the 
reason may be, this addition was an intriguing undertaking.  

And so what is this book about—that I’m not too sure, at 
least not in a regular concrete fashion. Honestly this is a strange 
little book. It’s an ocean for everything you are. Maybe not or 
maybe so—and it (the book) is (possibly) a book about writing for 
the reason of (simply) just writing.  

The truth is I don’t know any of the writer’s motivations 
for writing his thoughts on napkins, and for some reason I think 
this is an important aspect of the overall presentation. Within the 
short notes that makeup much of The Napkin Book, the author 
talks about “she” or “her”. This person is never named and maybe 
if we dig a bit more, this could be identified as the very concept of 
the muse, and while editing and rereading this project I often 
wondered about who “she” was, and why the writer was so aware 
of “her”—and I asked this because she inspired him to write 
something down about anything, during a time when most 
people aren’t writing anything down about what they are 
thinking and seeing—the moment is captured… 
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Part one 

 
A. 

“Only because you can’t” 
She said to me. 
“But only if you knew.” I thought… 
 
Across the bar, a very beautiful  
Dark haired woman caught my eye 
Tattooed on the right (side) 
When my thoughts 
Were strictly to the right (side) 
 
B. 

She seemed generally happy. 
The sort of look only a thirty year 
Old woman could wear 
Content  
With life. 
Where she is. 
Found. 
She found happiness 
The sort of happiness a woman 
Could never find with me 
It may be why I date women, 
Of a younger sort.  
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C.  

I’m emotionally unavailable— 
Physically unattached 
I’m not afraid, 
I’m just not sure— 
I’m just not sure… 
 
D. 

She speaks to keep. 
Speaking in carless, 
Double sixes, no crap— 
Roll again and she speaks. 
In circles, sentences easily repeated,  
Muscle reflects. 
Quick to hit auto correct 
For all the times she’s misunderstood 
Quick to stand-up and speak 
Loudly. 

We’ve heard it all— 
…. 
 Before.  
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O. 

She purposefully makes herself 
Unknown to the photos that are  
Being taken around her 
Nods her head and plays along 
‘the part in her hair tells me 
That this is her first time here 
And the way she looks at her  
Phone tells me she is not interested 
Sure I could tempt her, I 
Just need a reason 
I need a good reason.  
 
P. 

She was calm and cool— 
Collected with a bunch of  
Dudes that were far away from  
Cool. 
Something next to. Close to 
Near to— 
 Me. 
Working on something 
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Part three 

 
E.  

We record on the same wavelength  
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Part Four  

 
A. 

The music seems 
And so does everybody else 
From here to there 
Awkward.  
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D.  

I really have no care… 
No desire. No want. 
Nothing, 
Forget everything that… 
Moves in around me.   
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PART FIVE 

 
3. 

Everyone needs a muse. They won’t often admit it, but they 

do. They will deny it, trying to fight it and call it something less 
revealing. Like inspiration. Or drive. Reason. A cause. But no 
mater fucking what they say. It’s a fucking muse.  
 

I, of course, won’t fight it. I embrace it. “WOMEN.” I muse on 
women. And booze. Call me simple. But at least I am honest. 
Why try to sound all complex and pretentious? WOMEN. It’s 
that fucking easy. Everything I have ever done in my life has 
been for the pussy. Give me a beautiful face, a smile and the 
personality to match and I will write you the most beautiful 
prose you’ve ever heard. That is of course, if you like reading 
lust—drenched hormones enraged unadulterated wanton fuck 
sentences designed for one thing. To find my muse to get me to 
write more.  

 

TO BE CONTINUED IN THE FULL BOOK, THE NAPKIN BOOK, BY JORGE DE 

LEON. PUBLISHED BY WEST VINE PRESS. OUT NOW.  
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